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ABSTRACT 
The Inexplicability Principle has been proposed as one part of the 
Distillation method in Wang (2006). It means the inability to describe a 
recipient language in terms of the phonological system of the donor 
language. Since the related morphemes originate either from borrowing or 
from inheritance, the inexplicable elements from borrowing are 
considered to be inherited from the ancestor language. In its application to 
Sino-Tai numerals, some puzzle appears. For instance, Tai *hɑC ‘five’ is 
related to Old Chinese (OC) *ŋɑɡx ‘five’, but the initial *h- in Tai cannot 
be borrowed from *ŋ- in OC. Therefore, it seems that they must be 
inherited from Proto-Sino-Tai **hŋ- and independently developed into 
*h- and *ŋ-. That means Sino-Tai related numeral ‘five’ is inherited. 
However, Chen (2007) and other scholars provided more evidence to 
confirm that Tai *hɑC ‘five’ has been borrowed from Chinese. To resolve 
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2. ‘FIVE’ AND ‘SIX’ OF SINO-TAI 
The Inexplicability Principle was stimulated by Ting (2002/2005). 1 

In the discussion on the genetic relationship between Chinese and Tai, 
Ting (2002/2005) actually makes use of the inexplicability principle to 
argue that some Sino-Tai related words are more accurately regarded as 
genuine cognates, not loanwords from Chinese, since the reflexes in Tai 
cannot be accounted for from the phonological system of Chinese. The 
most interesting examples are ‘five’ and ‘six’ of Sino-Tai related words. 
‘Five’ *ŋɑɡ2 in Old Chinese and *hɑc in Old Tai are thought to be derived 
from Proto-Sino-Tai **hŋaɡ, and the parallel examples are listed below 
(adapted from Ting 2005): 

 
Table 2  Comparison of ‘five’ and other lexical items with same initial 
consonant in modern Tai languages, Old Tai, and Old Chinese 

Meaning Thai Longzhou Bo’ai Shuijia Old Tai Old Chinese 
‘five’ haaC1 hɑɑC1 haaC1 ŋoC2 *haC 五 ŋaɡ2 

‘goose’ haanB1 - haanB1 ŋɑnB2 *hanB 雁 ŋrɑn3 

‘lower 
jaw’ 

ŋïakD1L hïïakD1L ŋïïakD1L - *hŋïɑkD 颚 ŋak4 

 
As for ‘six’, Proto-Sino-Tai **xrjəkw changed into *rjəkw>ljəkw in Old 
Chinese and *xrok in old Tai. More examples are shown below (adapted 
from Ting 2005): 
 
Table 3  Comparison of ‘six’ and other lexical items with same initial consonant 
in modern Tai languages, old Tai, and old Chinese 

Meaning Thai Longzhou Bo’ai Yongning Liujiang Old Tai Old Chinese 
‘six’ hokD1 hukD1 lɔkD1 hlokD1 hjokD1 *xrokD 六

ljəkw4(l<r) 
‘fish net’ hɛɛA1 heeA1 leeA1 hleA1 hjeA1 *xrɛA 罗 lɑr1(l<r) 

‘fish 
basket’ 

- khïïakA1 - hlu:ŋA1 hlɯ:ŋA1 *xrïŋA 笼 ljuŋ(l<r) 

 
From the phonological appearances of ‘five’ and ‘six’ in the above 
languages, it is unlikely that they are Chinese loanwords into Tai 
languages, because h- (of ‘five’) and x- (of ‘six’) in some Tai languages 
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structures that serve them – to the cooperative computation (competition 
and cooperation of diverse patterns of activity) of “schemas” or neural 
networks that underlie them. 

We pursue a neuroinformatics and neural modeling strategy: 

 Develop a database on macaque and ape brain regions which 
are possible homologues of human brain areas relevant to 
language, and add data on the connectivity of these areas in 
each species (Arbib & Bota 2006);  

 Develop further models, rooted in detailed macaque 
neurophysiology and neuroanatomy, of the mirror neuron 
system and other brain regions involved in sequential behavior 
in the macaque;  

 Extend these to models of the ape or human circuitry to see 
what needs to change to support observed behaviors. 

We may study data on communication, both in macaques (last 
common ancestor, LCA-m, 25 million years ago) and on chimpanzees 
(LCA-c, 5-7 million years ago), to gain data that might give relevant 
insights (Arbib et al 2008). 

Monkey alarm calls: The leopard alarm call for vervet monkeys 
(Seyfarth et al 1980) might be paraphrased as “There is a leopard nearby. 
Danger! Danger! Run up a tree to escape,” but the monkey has no access 
to equivalents of any of these words. Moreover, the motor pattern for the 
alarm call is innate. Such data support the view that the LCA-m ancestral 
communication system combines a limited set of species-specific calls as 
well as a limited set of oro-facial gestures expressive of emotion and 
related social indicators – with both sets being innate. 

Apes gesture as well as vocalize and at least some gestures in apes 
appear to be specific to one group rather than another, though there is 
debate concerning the latter claim (Halina et al 2013, Hobaiter & Byrne 
2011). Anyway, we posit that the LCA-c ancestral communication system 
may offer a gestural opening for language evolution: a limited set of 
species-specific calls still combine with a limited set of manual and oro-
facial gestures, but we are now sure the latter are products of social 
innovation. We stress, however, that in apes (and presumably in LCA-c) 
combinatorial properties for openness of communication are still absent. 
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不可释原则与语源鉴别—— 

解决汉台关系语素‘五’和‘六’的争议 
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提要 

不可释原则是还原比较法的一个组成部分(Wang 2006)，指无法以施

借语言的音韵系统来解释受借语言中关系语素的表现，这些不可解释

的成分应该视为祖语的遗传，而不是借用的结果。在应用该原则到汉

台数词时，出现了一些争议。例如，台语的 *hɑC ‘五’ 对应上古

汉语的 *ŋɑɡx ‘五’，而台语的声母 *h- 不可能借自上古汉语的 

*ŋ-。因此，它们应该都源自原始汉台语的 **hŋ-，各自发展出 *h-

和 *ŋ-。这就是意味着汉台关系语素‘五’是同源词。但是，陈保亚

(2007) 等举出更多的证据来说明台语的 *hɑC‘五’ 借自汉语。为

了解决这一争议，本文检视了汉台关系语素‘五’和‘六’的语音发

展，发现不可释原则的运用受制于我们对于所比较的语言史之了解。

不可释原则在语源研究中可用，但要注意其限度。 
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